
SECTION 7 - CONSOLE TELETYPE CONTROL, KL8-E 

3.44 TELETYPE CONTROL, GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Teletype Control contains logic to transfer data between the Central Processor and the Tele+ype keyboard, 

reader, printer, and punch. The transmitter converts parallel information provided by the computer to serial 

information for the Teletype a t  the Teletype rate of speed. The 33 ASR Teletype requires one character every 

9.09 ms; therefore, the purpose of the transmitter is to transmit (to the Teletype) one bit every 9.09 ms and to 

transfer a START bit, 8 DATA bits and 2 STOP bits (the format of the character) in 99.99 ms or 100 ms. 

The transmitter services the teleprinter and punch. There are two operating modes for the transmit portion of 

the Teletype Control: punch and print. The punch mode can be disabled by the punch ON/OFF switch at the 

Teletype. When the punch is OFF, the data path is  from the AC Register to the TTO Buffer to the printer. When 

the punch is ON, the data path includes both the punch and the printer. 

A third combination includes the keyboard. The data path starts from the keyboard, continues to the TTI Buffer 

and to the AC Register. From the AC Register the data path continues to the punch buffer, to the printer, or to 

the printer and punch. 

The receiver services the reader or keyboard. The receiver takes the serial information from the Teletype and 

converts it to parallel data for the computer. The operation is reversed for the transmitter. The receiver receives a 

bit every 9.09 ms and, when the character is fully assembled in the receiver (100 ms), the data is  applied in 

parallel to the computer. 

Two functions are provided by the receiver portion of the Teletype Control: the reader and the keyboard. The 

keyboard is  always enabled. When a key on the keyboard is depressed, it automatically sends data from the 

Teletype to the receiver. This data is then transferred to the AC Register when the processor samples the 

Teletype receiver (TTI) buffer with an IOT instruction. The reader portion of the Teletype applies to the 

paper-tape reader, which can be disabled. I f  the processor instructs the reader to read; the reader buffer then 

receives information; or, the reader portion of the Teletype can be disabled at the Teletype unit, but the 

keyboard portion cannot be disabled. The assertion of the keyboard key automatically sends the corresponding 

character to the reader buffer. 

3.45 TELETYPE CONTROL, FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

A block diagram of the Console Teletype Control is illustrated in Figure 3-1 11. The primary logiclfunctions are 

illustrated by blocks. The address decoder provides selection logic to ensure that the processor is communicating 

with the Teletype rather than some other device. I t  receives bits MD3 L to MD8 L, decodes them, and signals the 

Operations Decoder that this IOT i s  addressed to Teletype. The I10 PAUSE L signal is  used as a gating input to 

ensure that the instruction i s  an IOT instruction. I f  MD3 L to MD8 L equal 038, the receiver function is  

addressed and 048 addresses the transmit function. 

The Operations Decoder begins to function when the address decoder signals that Teletype has been addressed. 

The Operations Decoder then looks at bits MD9 L to MDI 1 L and decodes the type of instruction to be 

performed. The Operations Decoder is divided into two sections: receiver functions and transmitter functions. 

Only one of these can be turned on during any one IOT. The Operations Decoder then enables all of the other 

functional blocks. I f  the Teletype Control is to read some information, the Operations Decoder enables the TTI 

Control. The TTI Control ensures that the correct information is  read from the Teletype. Striking a key on the 



Figure 3-1 1 1 Teletype Control, Functional Block Diagram 



keyboard brings data into the receiver portion of the Teletype Control. This automatically sends serial 

information into the receiver buffer. Of the 11 bits received from the Teletype, the first bit i s  the START bit. 

The TTI Control looks at the leading edge of the START bit. I f  the START bit is still after 4.55 ms, the 

TTI Control is assured that it i s  the true START bit and allows the TTI buffer to serially shift in ten more bits 

from the Teletype. Otherwise, the buffer is inhibited. 

After the TTI Control has determined that all of the information is in the TTI buffer, the TTI buffer sets the 

Reader flag to indicate that the buffer is full. The flag immediately activates the interrupt logic, i f the interrupt 

control logic i s  enabled. I f  the Operations Decoder receives a KSF command, SKIP L is generated when the 

Reader flag is set. 

The processor then sends a new IOT to the Teletype Control. The Operations Decoder receives this new 

instruction, which instructs it to read the buffer. A gating signal i s  developed in the Operations Decoder and 

applied to the buffer output gates. The eight data bits are then gated onto the DATA BUS (DATA 4--11) and 

loaded into the AC. 

When the punch or printer is to be activated, the TTO Control logic is used. Another portion of the Operations 

Decoder directs the operations applying to the punch. Control signals developed in the Operations Decoder logic 

are applied to the TTO Control. 

The TTO Control then clocks the TTO buffer input gates so that parallel data can be loaded from the OMNIBUS 

into the TTO buffer. The data transfer path is between the AC Register in the Central Processor to the TTO 

Buffer via the DATA BUS. The TTO Control then begins to clock the TTO Shift Register to enable a serial shift 

(one bit at a time) of the data to the Teletype at Teletype speed (9.09 ms per bit). In addition, the TTO buffer 

sends out a START bit, 2 STOP bits, and the 8 data bits to comprise an 11-bit word (one character). When the 

TTO buffer is empty, the TTO Control sets the Transmitter Flag. The set condition enables the interrupt logic. 

When the processor checks the flag, SKIP L i s  generated. 

The clock i s  used to give a standard rate of 9.09 ms as a reference. This controls all events between the Teletype 

Control and the Teletype to ensure that the Teletype speed is always maintained. The events between the 

Teletype Control and the Central Processor are controlled by TP3 generated in the Timing Generator. 

3.46 TELETYPE CONTROL, DETAILED LOGIC 

3.46.1 Address Selection Logic 

The Address Selection logic (Figure 3-1 12) decodes MD3 L through MDI  1 L. The device address is contained in 

bits 3 through 8, and the operation code is contained in bits 9 through 11. I f  the middle six bits are decoded as 

03 (octal), the Operations Decoder is directed to the receiver functions. I f  the middle six bits are decoded as 04 

(octal), the Operations Decoder i s  directed to the transmitter functions. The I10 PAUSE L signal i s  developed in 

the Timing Generator whenever bits MDO through MD2 are decoded as a 6 (octal). I10 PAUSE L gates the 

address bits through the decoder. The output of the Address Selection logic provides an enabling signal to the 

receiver portion of the Operations Decoder or an enabling signal to the transmitter portion of the Operations 

Decoder. It also generates the INTERNAL 1/0 L signal, which is  used in the positive I10 Bus Interface to prevent 

the generation of IOPs. 
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Figure 3-1 12 Address Selection, Logic Diagram 

3.46.2 Interrupt Control Logic 

The Interrupt Control logic functions to either enable or disable interrupts from the Teletype (Figure 1-1 13). 

Every time a flag is  set (either receiver or transmitter), the INT RQST L signal is  asserted, if the INTER 

ENABLE flip-flop is set (the 1 side is high). By modifying the state of the INTER ENABLE flip-flop, the INT 

RQST L signal can be either asserted or inhibited. To inhibit INT RQST L, a 0 is first placed intoAC11 L and 

applied to the DATA BUS. DATA 11 L i s  gated into the data input of the INTER ENABLE flip-flop by the I/O 

PAUSE L signal. The data input i s  clocked in by IOT instruction 6035, which is decoded by the Operations 

Decoder and applied to the INTER ENABLE flip-flop. This causes the 1 output to go low and negate gate â‚¬ 

to inhibit the INT RQST L signal. The other qualifying input to E33 i s  the state of the receiver or transmitter 

flag. I f  AC11 L is a 1, the INT RQST L signal is then applied to the Interrupt Control logic via the OMNIBUS as 

the interface signal that starts the interrupt system sequence of events. The INTER ENABLE flip-flop is  also set 

by CAF and by operation of the CLEAR key. 

3.46.3 Operations Decoder Logic 

The Operations Decoder logic (Figure 3-1 13) receives either 03 or 04 (octal) from the address selection logic to 
enable the receive or transmit logic. The operation to be performed is determined by the last three MD bits, MD9 

L through MD11 L, to provide instructions such as SKIP, CLEAR FLAG, SET BUFFER, etc. These functions 

are given in the timing diagram in Figure 3-1 14, with respect to signals I10 PAUSE L, TS2 L, TP3, and TS4 L. 

The Teletype i s  in control as soon as the I10 PAUSE L signal is  asserted low, which occurs 100 ns after the 

beginning of TS2. Signal SKIP L is generated when the MD9 L through MD11 L bits are decoded as 1 or 5 
(octal). The clear operations are accomplished when MD9 L to MD11 L results in a 2 (octal). Table 3-1 1 

illustrates the decoding functions in terms of the receive or transmit function and the last  three MD bits. 
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Figure 3- 1 13 Operations Decoder, Logic Diagram 
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Figure 3-1 14 Operations Decoder, Timing Diagram 

Some of the resulting control signals developed in the Operations Decoder are illustrated in the timing diagram. 

All are enabled by TP3 except the SKIP instructions; these occur when I10 PAUSE L i s  asserted. Other 

important control signals developed in the Operations Decoder include CO L and C1 L, which are used to 

determine the type of data transfer between the processor and the Teletype Control. When the data in the TTI 

buffer is transferred to the DATA BUS, the 6036 instruction asserts CO L and C1 L and takes the contents of the 

buffer and places it in the AC Register. 

3.46.4 RCVR Flag 

The RCVR flag (Figure 3-1 15) i s  connected to the end of the TTI buffer (Figure 3-1 17). The flag is set when the 

START bit is shifted out of the last stage of the TTI Shift Register. The START bit, therefore, sets the flag after 

all eight bits have been loaded into the TTI buffer. The 0 side of the RCVR flag flip-flop goes from a high to a 

low. A t  reference point (M), this low level signal is applied to the Operations Decoder (which looks at both the 

RCVR and Transmitter flags). The signal is then applied to the Interrupt Control logic (Figure 3-1 13), where this 

signal and the 1 side of the INTER ENABLE flip-flop is used to qualify the INT RQST gate and, thus, assert INT 

RQST L. The programmer clears the flag with the 6032 instruction. The flag indicates that the buffer i s  full, and 

that there is  information that can be transferred to the AC Register. 



Table 3-1 1 
Operations Decoder Functions 

MD9L-MD11 L 

(octal) 

6 (CO L &  C1 L  = L) 

Basic Operation 

Clear Receiver Flag - Do not start Reader 

Generate SKIP i f  Receiver Flag is set 

Clear Receiver Flag, Clear AC, Set Reader Run 

Read TTI Buffer (parallel transfer of TTI Buffer to  
DATA BUS) 

Sets or clears the INTER ENABLE flip-flop depend- 
ing on AC11 being a 0 or 1 

Clear AC and Flag. Transfer TTI Buffer to  DATA 
BUS 

Sets the Transmitter Flag to ready the logic for 
another character 

Generate signal SKIP L i f  Transmitter Flag is set 

Clear the Transmitter Flag 

Enable transfer of TTO Buffer data to teleprinter 
or punch 

Generate signal SKIP L if the Transmitter Flag is 
set and the INTER ENABLE flip-flop i s  set 

Clear the Transmitter Flag and enable transfer of 
TTO Buffer to printer or punch 

Off Page 
Reference 

Controlled Logic 

RCVR Flag - Figure 3-1 15 

Operations Decoder - Figure 3-105 
RCVR Flag - Figure 3-115 

RCVR Flag - Figure 3-1 15 

TTI Buffer- Figure3-117 

Interrupt Control Logic - Figure 
3-1 13 

RCVR Flag - Figure 3-1 15 
TTI Buffer - Figure 3-1 17 

XMIT Flag - Figure 3-1 I 6  

Operations Decoder - Figure 3-1 13 

XMIT Flag - Figure 3-1 16 

TTO Buffer - Figure 3-1 20 

Operations Decoder - Figure 3-1 13 
Interrupt Control - Figure 3-1 13 

XM IT Flag - Figure 3-1 16 
TTO Buffer - Figure 3-120 
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3.46.5 Transmitter Flag 

The Transmitter flag (Figure 3-1 16) works in an opposite manner to the RCVR flag. The TTO buffer (Figure 

3-120) shifts in 0s from the ENABLE flip-flop all the way up to the LINE flip-flop. When all 0s are placed in the 

TTO buffer, the TTO = 0 (S) signal i s  brought high and applied to the data input of the Transmitter flag 

flip-flop, which will again be brought low and applied (reference point P) to the Operations Decoder. A t  this 

point, it i s  applied to the Interrupt Control logic where the INT RQST L signal i s  generated. The processor is  

now informed that the Teletype transmitter i s  ready for another character. I f  the programmer checks the flag 

with a 6041 instruction, the SKIP L signal will be generated, which instructs the processor to skip the next 

instruction. A 6042 instruction will clear the flag. The programmer always clears the flag prior to a new punch 

operation. 
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Figure 3-1 16 Transmitter Flag 

3.46.6 TTI Buffer and Control 

The TTI Buffer and Control circuits are illustrated in Figure 3-1 17. The TTI buffer receives an 11-bit code from 

the Teletype. The first bit turns the reader control circuitry on and presets the TTI buffer to all 1s. The control 

circuitry makes certain that a true START bit exists. To be a true START bit, the duration must be at least 4.55 

ms. I f  a true START bit exists, the TTI Buffer Control circuit takes the incoming START bit and places it (as a 

0) into the least significant bit in the TTI buffer. The output of the Clock (Figure 3-1 19) clocks the buffer a t  a 

9.09 ms rate or 110 Hz. The original START bit, which was applied to bit 8 of the buffer, shifts one position to 
the right on each clock input. Following this, the START bit will be 8 bits of ASCII code. Two STOP bits are 

included at the end; thus, a total of nine clock pulses are applied to the buffer. The first clock pulse shifts in the 

START bit. The ninth clock pulse shifts the START bit from bit 1 to the RCVR flag and the flag is then set. The 
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Figure 3-1 17 TTI Buffer and Control, Logic Diagram (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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START bit i s  also shifted into the IN LAST UNIT flip-flop in the control circuitry. The 1 side of this flip-flop is  

brought high and used to enable TTI GATED CLOCK, which clocks the RCVR ACTIVE flip-flop. The 0 side of 

the RCVR ACTIVE flip-flop i s  brought high when TTI GATED CLOCK goes high again (approximately the end 

of the last data element). A t  that time, the IN LAST UNIT flip-flop is cleared and the TTI CLOCK ENABLE L 

signal goes low. The TTI receiver i s  now ready to receive a new character. The RCVR ACTIVE flip-flop is  the 

key to the entire operation; it prevents the clocking of the buffer when the buffer contains eight bits of 

information. The STOP bits are ignored for the receiver functions. 

The SPIKE DETECTOR monitors the START pulse and ensures that it i s  a t  least 4.55 ms. I f  it i s  not, the SPIKE 

DETECT flip-flop causes the TTI SHIFT PULSE to clear the RCVR ACTIVE flip-flop. 

The TTI timing is illustrated in Figure 3-1 18. Each bit lasts a duration of 9.09 ms, with a total of approximately 

100 ms for a l l  11 bits. The serial line input i s  compared to the state of the flag and illustrates that the flag is  set 

on the ninth clock pulse. 

There are two methods of transferring data from the TTI Buffer to the AC Register: by a 6034 instruction or a 

6036 instruction. A 6034 instruction causes the content of the buffer to be ORed with the AC and places the 

results in the AC. A 6036 instruction causes the content of the buffer to be placed on the DATA BUS, the AC is  

cleared, and the DATA BUS is loaded into the AC Register. Normally, a 6036 instruction is  used. CO L and C1 L 

will be asserted low by the Operations Decoder. This i s  used to transfer the buffer into the AC. The READ 

BUFFER L signal places the data in the TTI Buffer onto the DATA BUS. This qualifies the buffer output gates; 

whatever i s  in the TTI Buffer is gated out to the DATA BUS. 

3.46.7 Teletype Control Clock 

The clock is controlled by a 14.418 MHz crystal (Figure 3-1 19). The output is sent to a divide by 8 network 

(E9) and four divide by 16 networks (E5, E4, E8, and E13). Two outputs are available on E13. One i s  a 220 Hz 

output that is  applied (reference AE) to the TTO Buffer Control where it is divided by 2 to provide 110 Hz for 

the TTO Buffer Control. The second output, 880 Hz, i s  applied (reference AF) to the TTI Buffer Control, where 

a 3-stage dividing network provides synchronized 1 10 Hz to the TTI Buffer Control Logic. The INITIALIZE 

signal is used to clear the dividing network when power is  turned on. 

3.46.8 TTO Buffer and Control 

The TTO Buffer and Control logic is illustrated in Figure 3-120. The TTO Buffer functions to receive 

information from the AC via the DATA BUS, in parallel form, and send the information out to the Teletype in 

serial form. When the TTO i s  not transmitting a character, the LINE flip-flop is set. A START bit must first be 

sent by the LINE flip-flop. The XMITR ACTIVE flip-flop is originally cleared with the STOP 1 and STOP 2 

flip-flops, due to the initialize state of the TTO control circuitry. Thus, when the ENABLE flip-flop (E42) clears, 

the XMITR ACTIVE flip-flop will be unconditionally direct set. Setting the XMITR ACTIVE flip-flop clears the 

LINE flip-flop (E36), which, in turn, generates the START bit for the Teletype. Because the contents of the 

DATA BUS (bits 4 through 11) are gated into the TTO buffer with instruction 6044 or 6046, the ENABLE 

flip-flop (E42) is  unconditionally set and the FREQ DIV flip-flop (E20) i s  allowed to toggle. Each time the 
FR EQ Dl V flip-flop clears, the contents of the TTO buffer are shifted toward the LINE flip-flop. Because the 

ENABLE flip-flop is unconditionally set, i t s  1 side is transferred to bit 8 on the first 110 Hz clock input from 

the FREQ DIV flip-flop. This clock input also moves all other bits in the buffer up one position. Bit 1 shifts into 

the LINE flip-flop, and the first data bit is applied to the Teletype. This process continues at a 110 Hz clock rate 

until the bit that was in the ENABLE flip-flop is  in the Bit 1 position of the buffer. Because all 0s are clocked in 
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behind the data bitsl the 0 side of each flip-flop is high. When NAND gate E36 receives all eight qualifying 

inputsl the resulting output i s  applied to clear the XM ITR ACTIVE flip-flop and set the Transmitter flag. The I 
side of XMITR ACTIVE is applied to the Stop flip-flops whichl in turnl provide a delay equivalent to 2 bits 

(18.18 ms) before XMITR ACTIVE can be set again. (The STOP bits are set while the START and first data 

element were being transmitted to the Teletype.) On the 220 Hz pulse after XMITR ACTIVE clearsl STOP I 
clears, On the next clock pulsel the middle flip-flop clearsl i t s  0 side goes high again, This enabling level i s  then 

applied to the data input of the XMITR ACTIVE flip-flop. 

Before a new character can be transmitted from the TTO to the Teletypel STOP 2 must clear. STOP 2 is cleared 

18.18 ms after the last bit i s  shifted out to the Teletype. The tnachine inserted jumper provides 2 STOP bits. 

Without the jumper only one STOP bit is  provided, and only STOP I need be cleared. 

The TTO Buffer and Control Timing i s  illustrated in Figure 3-121. The data example (DATA = 125 (octal)) i s  

used for illus1:rative purposes only. I t  illustrates that while the TTO buffer is shifting data out to the Teletype, 

the flag is cleared. When the last bit has been sent outl the flag is set. Notice that the TTO buffer can then be 

im~mediately loaded, but that transmission of the second character will be delayed until the two STOP bits have 

been sent. 
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